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How do real individuals live together in real societies in the real world?Jeffrey Alexander's
masterful work, The Civil Sphere, addresses this central paradox of modern life. Feelings for
others--the solidarity that is ignored or underplayed by theories of power or self-interest--are at
the heart of this novel inquiry into the meeting place between normative theories of what we
think we should do and empirical studies of who we actually are. A grand and sweeping
statement, The Civil Sphere is a major contribution to our thinking about the real but ideal
world in which we all reside.
Humanitarianism: Keywords is a comprehensive dictionary designed as a compass for
navigating the conceptual universe of humanitarianism.
In the first historical account of international NGOs, from the French Revolution to the present,
Thomas Davies places the contemporary debate on transnational civil society in context. In
contrast to the conventional wisdom, which sees transnational civil society as a recent
development taking place along a linear trajectory, he explores the long history of international
NGOs in terms of a cyclical process characterized by three major waves: the era to 1914, the
inter-war years, and the period since the Second World War. The breadth of transnational civil
society activities explored is unprecedented in its diversity, from business associations to
humanitarian organizations, peace groups to socialist movements, feminist organizations to
pan-nationalist groups. The geographical scope covered is also extensive, and the analysis is
richly supported with reference to a diverse array of previously unexplored sources. By
revealing the role of civil society rather than governmental actors in the major trans- formations
of the past two-and-a-half centuries, this book is for anyone interested in obtaining a new
perspective on world history. The analysis concludes in the second decade of the twenty-first
century, providing insights into the trajectory of transnational civil society in the post-9/11 and
post-financial crisis eras.
A holistic and cross-disciplinary approach to understanding why a regional democratic
transition did not occur after the Arab Spring protests, this accessible study highlights the
salience of regime type, civil society, women's mobilizations, and external intervention across
seven countries for undergraduate and postgraduate students and scholars.
Democracy-building efforts from the early 1990s on have funneled billions of dollars into
nongovernmental organizations across the developing world, with the U.S. administration of
George W. Bush leading the charge since 2001. But are many such "civil society" initiatives
fatally flawed? Focusing on the Palestinian West Bank and the Arab world, Barriers to
Democracy mounts a powerful challenge to the core tenet of civil society initiatives: namely,
that public participation in private associations necessarily yields the sort of civic engagement
that, in turn, sustains effective democratic institutions. Such assertions tend to rely on evidence
from states that are democratic to begin with. Here, Amaney Jamal investigates the role of
civic associations in promoting democratic attitudes and behavioral patterns in contexts that
are less than democratic. Jamal argues that, in state-centralized environments, associations
can just as easily promote civic qualities vital to authoritarian citizenship--such as support for
the regime in power. Thus, any assessment of the influence of associational life on civic life
must take into account political contexts, including the relationships among associations, their
leaders, and political institutions. Barriers to Democracy both builds on and critiques the
multifaceted literature that has emerged since the mid-1990s on associational life and civil
society. By critically examining associational life in the West Bank during the height of the Oslo
Peace Process (1993-99), and extending her findings to Morocco, Egypt, and Jordan, Jamal
provides vital new insights into a timely issue.
In the aftermath of the cold war, political commentators spoke ebulliently of the triumph of
liberal democracy over its ideological rivals. Shortly thereafter, however, a surge of ethnic and
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religious violence raised doubts about whether democracy could survive outside Western
culture. Similar concerns were soon raised even in Western nations by widespread citizen
disengagement from the political process. Voter apathy, ideological conflict, and debates about
cultural diversity intensified doubts about the continuing viability of democratic institutions.
Throughout the whole world, then, few questions have come to define more clearly the
challenge of our age than this: how to facilitate civil, free, and democratic interaction among
citizens of multicultural societies.Democratic Civilityexamines the core requirements necessary
to make democracy work. Subtly interweaving case studies and theoretical reflection, Hefner
and his contributors examine the ideals, culture, development, and organization of civil
democracy. Against a historical background, they consider today's challenges to democracy,
asking whether international politics is destined to lead to a clash of civilizations, or whether
civil and democratic ideas are indeed realizable in a multicultural world. Essays by Adam B.
Seligman, Robert Wuthnow, Brigitte Berger, and Anton C. Zijderveld address subjects
germane to the 'culture wars' controversy in the United States and other Western countries.
And Daniel Chirot, Jose Casanova, Robert P. Weller, and S. Gordon Redding examine the
prospects for democracy in non-Western, post-communist societies, in particular Chinese
society and the Muslim world.Hefner's highly readable volume reaches the core of the ongoing
debate between Samuel Huntington's The Clash of Civilizations and Francis Fukuyama's The
End of History - whether liberal democratic values are generalizable to non-Western societies,
or realizable only in the West. Democratic Civility will be of interest to those in the fields of
anthropology, sociology, history, political theory, and philosophy.
In the absence of noble public goals, admired leaders, and compelling issues, many warn of a
dangerous erosion of civil society. Are they right? What are the roots and implications of their
insistent alarm? How can public life be enriched in a period marked by fraying communities,
widespread apathy, and unprecedented levels of contempt for politics? How should we be
thinking about civil society? Civil Society examines the historical, political, and theoretical
evolution of how civil society has been understood for the past two and a half millennia. From
Aristotle and the Enlightenment philosophers to Colin Powell's Volunteers for America,
Ehrenberg provides an indispensable analysis of the possibilities-and limits-of what this
increasingly important idea can offer to contemporary political affairs. Civil Society is the
winner of the Michael J. Harrington Award from the Caucus for a New Political Science of
APSA for the best book published during 1999.
Japan differs from other industrialized democracies in having many small, local groups but few
large, professionally managed national organizations. This book provides a comprehensive
overview of Japan's civil society and a new theory, based on political institutions, to explain
why it has developed as it has.

In the absence of noble public goals, admired leaders, and compelling issues,
many warn of a dangerous erosion of civil society, which includes families,
religious organizations, and all other NGOs. Are they right? What are the roots
and implications of their insistent alarm? How can public life be enriched in a
period marked by fraying communities, widespread apathy, and unprecedented
levels of contempt for politics? How should we be thinking about civil society?
Civil Society: The Critical History of an Idea provides a comprehensive
discussion and analysis of two and a half millennia of Western political theory, as
well as how civil society might be understood in the future. John Ehrenberg
analyzes both the usefulness and the limitations of civil society and maps the
political and theoretical evolution of the concept and its employment in academic
and public discourse. From Aristotle and the Enlightenment philosophers to Black
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Lives Matter and the Occupy movement, Ehrenberg provides an indispensable
analysis of the possibilities of what this increasingly important idea can, and
cannot, offer to contemporary political affairs. In this new, second edition
Ehrenberg brings the historical overview up to present day, specifically
considering how major events such as 9/11, the global financial crisis, economic
inequality, and rapidly advancing technologies alter and shape our relationship to
contemporary civil society. Civic engagement, political participation, and
volunteerism in contemporary life has faded, he argues, and in order to bring civil
society—and all its virtues—back to the fore, we need to counter the suffocating
inequality that has taken hold in recent years. Thorough and accessible, Civil
Society gives a sweeping overview of a foundational part of political life.
Instructor's Guide
This book introduces radically alternative models of civil society that have been
developed outside the liberal democratic frame of reference, models which
suggest that civil society does offer new and non-statist democratic possibilities.
Drawing on a wide range of civil society theory-practice from Eastern Europe and
Latin America (including the Zapatistas in Mexico), and from visions of global civil
society too, this book is uniquely positioned to consider the questions posed by
these alternative voices for democratic theory and practice. * Are there
alternatives to the liberal democratic vision of civil society? * Is a democracy
located in civil society rather than the state either possible or desirable? * How
and why has the concept of civil society come to be used so widely today? * Can
global civil society further the struggle for democracy initiated by national civil
societies?
This book examines the complex relationships of civil society and Christianity in
Greater China. Different authors investigate to what extent Christians
demonstrate the quality of civic virtues and reflect on the difficulties of applying
civil society theories to Chinese societies.
A 2001 reinterpretation of early modern German intellectual history, treating the
civil and metaphysical philosophers as rival intellectual cultures.
Examining the historical and social trajectories involved in the continuous
development of civil society, this volume reveals the contextual nature of the
process. Through empirical studies focusing primarily on Denmark and covering
the period from 1849 to the present day, it analyses the manner in which civil
society has been practised and transformed over time. Presenting a new
theoretical framework informed by a relational and processual perspective, the
book sheds new light on familiar questions pertaining to civil society, the
production of its boundaries and spaces of action, and the means by which these
spaces can become causal factors. A fresh intervention in the study of a concept
that has been central in defining ideas of solidarity and the common good, and to
which researchers and politicians look for solutions to the great challenges of our
time, Civil Society: Between Concepts and Empirical Grounds will appeal to
scholars of sociology, politics, history and philosophy with interests in civil
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society.
This book evaluates the claim that in order to explore the changing social
foundations of global power relations today, we need to include in our analysis an
understanding of global civil society, particularly if we also wish to raise ethical
questions about the changing political and institutional practices of transnational
governance. Bridging the normative concerns of political theorists with the
historical and institutional focus of scholars of international relations and
international political economy, this book is of broad interest to students and
researchers concerned with international relations, civil society, global
governance and ethics.
This book provides a significant and unique contribution to the emerging literature
of comparative political thought. Michaelle L. Browers offers compelling evidence,
with extensive analysis and references, that a rigorous debate is taking place in
Arabic concerning the value of democracy and civil society. Exploring the
globalization of ideas of democracy and civil society, Browers addresses the
question of what occurs when concepts cross the boundaries of cultures or
languages. She analyzes the historical concept of democracy in Arab and Islamic
political thought, the transformations that have occurred over the past several
decades resulting from Arab forays into an international discussion of civil society
and what these transformations tell us about the status of ideological and
conceptual debates in the region. The book’s value, however, lies in its main
premise: despite the dearth of actual democratic practices in the Arab world,
intellectual elites of the region have vigorously debated reform concepts for
decades. Browers emphasizes that current conflicts involving the Middle East are
less about Islam against the west and its secular allies in the region and more
about diverse sectors of Arab society grappling with how to reform overreaching
and unjust states. Browers shows that the seeds of democratic reform in the
region were well planted prior to the war on Iraq and the Greater Middle East
Initiative.
Re-examines the long and complex history of democracy and broadens the
traditional view of this history by complementing it with examples from
unexplored or under-examined quarters.
John Keane, a leading scholar of political theory, tracks the recent development of a big idea
with fresh potency - global civil society. In this timely book, Keane explores the contradictory
forces currently nurturing or threatening its growth, and he shows how talk of global civil
society implies a political vision of a less violent world, founded on legally sanctioned powersharing arrangements among different and intermingling forms of socio-economic life. Keane's
reflections are pitted against the widespread feeling that the world is both too complex and too
violent to deserve serious reflection. His account borrows from various scholarly disciplines,
including political science and international relations, to challenge the silence and confusion
within much of contemporary literature on globalisation and global governance. Against fears
of terrorism, rising tides of xenophobia, and loose talk of 'anti-globalisation', the defence of
global civil society mounted here implies the need for new democratic ways of living.
This book, written by the author of the celebrated volume Six Guns and Society, explains why
the myth of the Wild West is popular around the world. It shows how the cultural icon of the
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Wild West speaks to deep desires of individualism and liberty and offers a vision of social
contract theory in which a free and equal individual (the cowboy) emerges from the state of
nature (the wilderness) to build a civil society (the frontier community). The metaphor of the
Wild West retained a commitment to some limited government (law and order) but rejected the
notion of the fully codified state as too oppressive (the corrupt sheriff). Compelling and
magnificently suggestive, the book unpacks one of the core icons of our time.
Historical analysis explores the country's energy and unpredictibility in democracy, voting
patterns, economic development, city and village cultures, and political identity
Responding to the interest in the role of civil society in peace processes, this collaborative
effort identifies the constructive functions of civil society in support of peacebuilding both during
and in the aftermath of armed conflict.
Democracy is struggling in America. Citizens increasingly feel cynical about an intractable
political system, while hyper-partisanship has dramatically shrank common ground and
intensified the extremes. Out of this deepening sense of political despair, philosopher of
education Sarah M. Stitzlein seeks to revive democracy by teaching citizens how to hope.
Offering an informed call to citizen engagement, Stitzlein directly addresses presidential
campaigns, including how to select candidates who support citizens in enacting and sustaining
hope. Drawing on examples from American history and pragmatist philosophy, this book
explains how hope can be cultivated in schools and sustained through action in our
communities -- it describes what hope is, why it matters to democracy, and how to teach it.
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International
licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered as a free PDF download
from OUP and selected open access locations.
Set within the context of growing political pluralism and the increasing use of new
communication technologies for social mobilisation, the Institute of Policy Studies organised a
national conference on civil society in November 2013. This collection of the essays that were
presented at or inspired by the conference provides nuanced analyses of the development of
the sector in Singapore since the Institute's first such conference held in 1998. The first section
of the book discusses the different philosophies and approaches that underpin how civic
activists engage with the State; the second section examines some key forces of change that
are re-shaping the sector; and, the third section sets out some emerging issues facing it.
Combining insights from experts and civic activists themselves, this book proposes an agenda
for the future development of the civil society in Singapore.
Civil society is one of the most used - and abused - concepts in current political thinking. In this
important collection of essays, the concept is subjected to rigorous analysis by an international
team of contributors, all of whom seek to encourage the historical and comparative
understanding of political thought. The volume is divided into two parts: the first section
analyses the meaning of civil society in different theoretical traditions of Western philosophy. In
the second section, contributors consider the theoretical and practical contexts in which the
notion of civil society has been invoked in Asia, Africa and Latin America. These essays
demonstrate how an influential Western idea like civil society is itself altered and innovatively
modified by the specific contexts of intellectual and practical life in the societies of the South.
Civil Society has become a standard work of reference for those who seek to understand the
role of voluntary citizen action. Recent global unrest has shown the importance of social
movements and street protests in world politics. However, as this lucid book shows, the power
that people have to shape their societies is usually channeled through day-to-day participation
in voluntary associations and communities: expressions of “normal” civic life beyond the
headlines. This is the underlying story of civil society. This new edition explores issues that
have developed rapidly in recent years, including the overlaps between civil society and the
market in the form of social enterprises and “venture philanthropy,” and the increasing role of
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social media and information and communication technologies in civic interaction. Different
varieties of civil society in the Middle East, Africa and elsewhere are investigated in more
detail, and case studies, data, and references have been updated throughout. Colleges,
foundations and NGOs, policy-makers, journalists and commissions of inquiry Ð all have used
Edwards’s book to understand and strengthen the vital role that civil society can play in
deepening democracy, re-building community, and addressing inequality and injustice. This
new edition will be required reading for anyone who is interested in creating a better world
through voluntary citizen action.

Civil society plays an increasingly powerful role in the global landscape,
emerging as key actors in preventing and managing conflict, and building more
peaceful and sustainable societies . The multiple case studies featured in this
volume illustrate the growth of civil society involvement in national, regional, and
international peacebuilding policy. The focus is on multi-stakeholder, systemsbased approaches to peacebuilding and human security that involve diverse civil
society groups (NGOs, religious organizations, media, etc.), government
agencies, intergovernmental organizations, and security forces. This unique
comprehensive approach encompasses diverse stakeholders seeking to
understand the drivers of conflict and the possibilities for working together to
build peace. The book illustrates how the involvement of civil society can result in
better informed, more inclusive, more accountable government decision making,
and more effective peacebuilding policies. Importantly, a number of the case
studies provide a gender perspective on peacebuilding and civil society issues,
voicing and giving attention to women’s perspectives without being focused only
on gender issues. Further, authors from the Global South offer the perspectives
of those directly immersed in ongoing struggles for justice and peace.
This book examines a recent movement for political reform in Malaysia,
contrasting the experience both with past initiatives in Malaysia and with a
contemporaneous reform movement in Indonesia, to help us understand how and
when coalitions unite reformers from civil and political societies, and how these
coalitions engage with the state and society.
Climate change: watershed or endgame? In this compelling new book, Noam
Chomsky, the world’s leading public intellectual, and Robert Pollin, a renowned
progressive economist, map out the catastrophic consequences of unchecked
climate change—and present a realistic blueprint for change: the Green New Deal.
Together, Chomsky and Pollin show how the forecasts for a hotter planet strain
the imagination: vast stretches of the Earth will become uninhabitable, plagued
by extreme weather, drought, rising seas, and crop failure. Arguing against the
misplaced fear of economic disaster and unemployment arising from the
transition to a green economy, they show how this bogus concern encourages
climate denialism. Humanity must stop burning fossil fuels within the next thirty
years and do so in a way that improves living standards and opportunities for
working people. This is the goal of the Green New Deal and, as the authors make
clear, it is entirely feasible. Climate change is an emergency that cannot be
ignored. This book shows how it can be overcome both politically and
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economically.
Offering insights from pioneering new perspectives in addition to well-established
traditions of research, this Handbook considers the activities not only of advocacy
groups in the environmental, feminist, human rights, humanitarian, and peace
sectors, but also the array of religious, professional, and business associations
that make up the wider non-governmental organization (NGO) community.
Including perspectives from multiple world regions, the book takes account of
institutions in the Global South, alongside better-known structures of the Global
North. International contributors from a range of disciplines cover all the major
aspects of research into NGOs in International Relations to present: a
comprehensive overview of the historical evolution of NGOs, the range of
structural forms and international networks coverage of major theoretical
perspectives illustrations of how NGOs are influential in every prominent issuearea of contemporary International Relations evaluation of the significant regional
variations among NGOs and how regional contexts influence the nature and
impact of NGOs analysis of the ways NGOs address authoritarianism, terrorism,
and challenges to democracy, and how NGOs handle concerns surrounding their
own legitimacy and accountability. Exploring contrasting theories, regional
dimensions, and a wide range of contemporary challenges facing NGOs, this
Handbook will be essential reading for students, scholars, and practitioners alike.
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) can make a vital contribution to public health
and health systems, but harnessing their potential is complex in a Europe where
government-CSO relations vary so profoundly. This study is intended to outline
some of the challenges and assist policy-makers in furthering their understanding
of the part CSOs can play in tandem and alongside government. To this end it
analyzes existing evidence and draws on a set of seven thematic chapters and
six mini case studies. They examine experiences from Austria, BosniaHerzegovina, Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, Germany, Malta, the Netherlands,
Poland, the Russian Federation, Slovenia, Turkey and the European Union and
make use of a single assessment framework to understand the diverse contexts
in which CSOs operate. The evidence shows that CSOs are ubiquitous, varied
and beneficial, and the topics covered in this study reflect such diversity of aims
and means: anti-tobacco advocacy, food banks, refugee health, HIV/AIDS
prevention and cure, and social partnership. CSOs make a substantial
contribution to public health and health systems with regards to policy
development, service delivery and governance. This includes evidence provision,
advocacy, mobilization, consensus building, provision of medical services and of
services related to the social determinants of health, standard setting, selfregulation and fostering social partnership. However, in order to engage
successfully with CSOs, governments do need to make use of adequate tools
and create contexts conducive to collaboration. To guide policy-makers working
with CSOs through such complications, and help avoid some potential pitfalls, the
book outlines a practical framework for such collaboration. This suggests
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identifying key CSOs in a given area; clarifying why there should be engagement
with civil society; being realistic as to what CSOs can or will achieve; and an
understanding of how CSOs can be helped to deliver.
Broadly speaking, The Oxford Handbook of Civil Society views the topic of civil
society through three prisms: as a part of society (voluntary associations), as a
kind of society (marked out by certain social norms), and as a space for citizen
action and engagement (the public square or sphere).
In Uncivil Society, Richard Boyd argues contrarily that contemporary political
theorist and social scientists have unduly neglected the "uncivil" properties of
groups. Through a careful reading of such exemplary figures as Hobbes, Locke,
the Scottish Moralist, Edmund Burke, John Stuart Mill, Alexis de Tocqueville, and
Michael Oakeshott in the classical liberal tradition -- and their defense of the
virtue of civility - this work calls into question many contemporary assumptions
about the nature and origins of civil society.
This book considers the applicability and use of civil society, both as a concept
and in practice, in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan. The volume examines whether civil society organisations (CSOs) are
a progressive force for change, or a safety net. Various forms of CSOs are
investigated: NGOs and community based organisations, trade unions, political
parties and religious groups, as well as more long-standing soviet and traditional
institutions and practices. The book contains lessons and perspectives about civil
society growth across time, and considers future directions.
Since the end of the Cold War, activists and scholars alike have celebrated the
phenomenal growth of transnational social movements across the globe. For
some, this new eruption of grass-roots political activism on a world scale - from
the Rio Earth Summit to the Seattle anti-globalization protests - represents the
emergence of a global or transnational civil society. This book provides a critical
survey of recent approaches to the study of civil society and international
relations, presenting an alternative historical and sociological account of the
interaction between these two spheres. It makes a theoretical case for the
importance of social movements in world politics arguing that modern social
movements emerging out of civil society have been instrumental in shaping the
contemporary international system. In this wide-ranging engagement with past
and present controversies in international relations, Colas shows how a renewed
conception of international civil society can illuminate future possibilities for
international social movement activity. This book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of international relations, political sociology and social
history, as well as those who seek to play a part in global politics.
As the countries of East-Central Europe struggle to create liberal democracy and
the United States and other Western nations attempt to rediscover their own
tarnished civil institutions, Adam Seligman identifies the neglect of the idea of
"civil society" as a central concern common to both cultures today. Two centuries
after its origins in the Enlightenment, the idea of civil society is being revived to
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provide an answer to the question of how individuals can pursue their own
interests while preserving the greater good of society and, similarly, how society
can advance the interests of the individuals who comprise it. However, as
Seligman shows, the erosion of the very moral beliefs and philosophical
assumptions upon which the idea of civil society was founded makes its revival
much more difficult than is generally recognized.As the countries of East-Central
Europe struggle to create liberal democracy and the United States and other
Western nations attempt to rediscover their own tarnished civil institutions, Adam
Seligman identifies the neglect of the idea of "civil society" as a central concern
common to both cultures today. Two centuries after its origins in the
Enlightenment, the idea of civil society is being revived to provide an answer to
the question of how individuals can pursue their own interests while preserving
the greater good of society and, similarly, how society can advance the interests
of the individuals who comprise it. However, as Seligman shows, the erosion of
the very moral beliefs and philosophical assumptions upon which the idea of civil
society was founded makes its revival much more difficult than is generally
recognized.
This publication contains 18 papers which explore the challenges, posed by
states involved in civil conflict, for the UN, individual countries and nongovernmental organisations, whether acting as providers of humanitarian
assistance or agents of political and social reconstruction. Issues discussed
include: the dimensions of state disruption and the roles of the international
community in responding to it; military doctrine for dealing with disorder and
humanitarian emergencies; mechanisms for ending violence and delivering
justice in post-conflict times; problems of rebuilding trust and promoting
democracy; reconstitution of the rule of law; and the re-establishment of social
and civil order.
These 1981 essays examine the problems that have arisen from attempts to
implement Marx's critical theory, to which the concept of the good society is
central. As long as socialist regimes continue to invoke Marx, they subject
themselves to the norms contained within Marx's understanding of freedom in a
community.
Democracy Past and Future is the first English-language collection of Pierre
Rosanvallon's most important essays on the historical origins, contemporary
difficulties, and future prospects of democratic life. One of Europe's leading
political thinkers, Rosanvallon proposes in these essays new readings of the
history, aims, and possibilities of democratic theory and practice, and provides
unique theoretical understandings of key moments in democracy's trajectory,
from the French Revolution and the struggles for universal suffrage to European
unification and the crises of the present. In so doing, he lays out an influential
new theory of how to write the history of politics. Rosanvallon's historical and
philosophical approach examines the "pathologies" that have curtailed
democracy's potential and challenges the antitotalitarian liberalism that has
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dominated recent political thought. All in all, he adroitly combines historical and
theoretical analysis with an insistence on the need for a new form of democracy.
Above all, he asks what democracy means when the people rule but are nowhere
to be found. Throughout his career, Rosanvallon has resisted simple
categorization. Rosanvallon was originally known as a primary theorist of the
"second left", which hoped to stake out a non-Marxist progressive alternative to
the irresistible appeal of revolutionary politics. In fact, Rosanvallon revived the
theory of "civil society" even before its usage by East European dissidents made
it globally popular as a non-statist politics of freedom and pluralism. His ideas
have been shaped by a variety of influences, ranging from his work with an
influential French union to his teachers François Furet and Claude Lefort. Well
known throughout Europe as a historian, political theorist, social critic, and public
intellectual, Pierre Rosanvallon was recently elected to a professorship at the
Collège de France, Paris, a position held at various times by Claude LéviStrauss, Michel Foucault, and Pierre Bourdieu. Democracy Past and Future
begins with Rosanvallon's groundbreaking and synthetic lecture that he delivered
upon joining this institution. Throughout the volume, Rosanvallon illuminates and
invigorates contemporary political and democratic thought.
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